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national elections; complete freedom of the Press and public
meeting; freedom of association; the abandonment of standing
armies: the complete disestablishment of the Church; the
abolition of all privileges; a secular, free, compulsory* system
of elementary education; and economic and social reforms.
Napoleon's plebiscite of April 1870, on the belated 'Liberal
Constitution' which granted Thiers's 'indispensable liberties',
won the bulk of the Liberal votes but none of the Republican
votes. Yet even Gambetta's readiness for direct democracy was
limited: and in November 1870 he is found resisting the theory
ofmandat imperatif, or instructions imposed on representatives by
their constituents, as vigorously as Edmund Burke resisted
it in his speech to the electors at Bristol nearly a century
before.
Both Liberals and Radicals, then, had much in common, and
much to distinguish their programmes both from the decentral-
izing tendencies of the extreme Right and extreme Left, and
from the 'direct democracy5 favoured by the Bonapartists with
their slogan of appel au peuple and their plebiscitary caesarism.
Liberals and Radicals alike believed that the form of the regime,
political reforms and civic liberties, were essential prerequisites
of social and economic reforms. They had the same priority of
purpose, which Gambetta stated categorically in the Belle-
ville Manifesto.1 6I believe that the progress of these social re-
forms depends absolutely on the political regime and on politi-
cal reforms: and for me it is axiomatic in these matters that the
form involves and determines the substance.' This attitude set
both of them apart from the Socialists, who gave primacy to
social and economic reforms. Political liberties and rights once
ensured, both became readily satisfied: and to the Socialists,
Syndicalists and Communists was left the task of pressing for
more social and economic reform. As late as 1921, M. Pain-
leve's Ligue de la Republique in its manifesto defined as Republi-
cans 'those who accept without qualifications the Republic
1 Cf. Henri Malo: Thiers (1932), p. 449; J. P. T. Bury: Gambetta
and the National Defence (1936); Appendix II of this book for the text of
the Belleville Manifesto; and cf. Bury, p. 16 fF. On the distinction be-
tween Liberals and Radicals, see above, p. 36f.

